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ON-SITE PROGRAM 

create your vision



Nomad Academy is a selective entrepreneurship  
program developed for ambitious young professionals.  
 
Through a blend of intense personal experiences, 
community support and a start up skillset we give our 
tribes the tools to own what they do. 

SHAPE YOUR FUTURE

OUR PURPOSE



The program is designed to help you author your 
future by giving you the guidance to craft your own 
Personal Narrative. With support of a mentor, a like-
minded community and series of intense 
experiences you will accelerate your personal 
growth .  

You then will learn how to successful launch your 
ideas, with the Start up Skillset. This online course is 
a practical pathway that with methods from the start 
up world's best thinkers and doers. Your expert 
coach will support you and your tribe as you learn, 
build and pitch your future, giving you the confidence 
to own what you do.  

VIABLE PEOPLE START VIABLE BUSINESSES

OUR APPROACH



PERSONAL  
NARRATIVE Working with a personal mentor you will craft your story, whilst 

undergoing a series of intense experiences tailored to help you 
carve out a proactive future. Our unique workshops, community 
collaboration and active reflection you will supercharge your 
personal growth.

AUTHOR YOUR FUTURE

Demystify entrepreneurship with our practical pathway. You will 
uncover how to launch your ideas through a combination of online 
learning, a project, and an expert coaching. These handpicked 
lessons will give you the actionable tools to own your future. 
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Get to know yourself and your tribe

Find what makes you come alive

Get to know your Tribe inside out.  
Make sense of your past to uncover your values and strengths.

Visualise your future and how to leverage the skills you have. 
Find ways to be sustainably focussed. 

•  Workshops 
•  Mentoring 

•  Bonding Weekend 

•  Fitness Bootcamp 
•  Pitch Event 

•  Meditation Retreat  

3 Start with your “why”
Uncover the opportunities that align with your purpose. •  1-on-1 Coaching 

•  Online Course Start working on  
your personal project

START UP SKILL SET

PERSONAL NARRATIVE

PROGRAM DETAIL

* subject to change
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Initial personal 
 project pitch

Define “who” your customer is
Apply principles of customer development to talk to your 
prospective clients, and understand their needs. 

•  Peer to Peer Check-in 
•  Online Course 

•  Online Course 

Validate the opportunity
Confirm what your opportunity is and who it’s for. 
Learn how to pitch your opportunity effectively.

•  1-on-1 Coaching 
•  Pitch Day 

•  Online Course 

Have great ideas
Tap into your creativity to generate innovative ideas. 
Using your customer insights, choose an idea. 

•  Pitch Feedback 
•  Online Course 
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9 Launch your  
project MVP

Fail fast, learn early
Prototype your idea. 
Learn how to iterate on your prototype effectively.

•  1-on-1 Coaching 
•  Peer to Peer Check-in 

•   Online Course 

Launch your product/service
Visualise Launch a minimum viable version of  
your product/service.  
Apply growth hacking and MVP frameworks. 

•  Workshop 
•   Online Course 

Build, measure, learn

Adapt your MVP based on real-world feedback.
•  1-on-1 Coaching 
•   Online Course 



10 Pitch your future
Learn how to build a winning pitch deck.  
Pitch yourprogress, learnings and future to the tribe. 
End with a day of celebration amongst your tribe. 

•  Pitch Day 
•  Completion Celebration 

•  Hackathon 

Manifest your new reality
Join our growing alumni community. 
Make your future happen together, not alone. •  Exclusive Events 

•  Coaching Platform 

•   Access to Online Forum  
+ Community  

Pitch your  
personal project

Potential for 
future project support 

POST-PROGRAM 
COMMUNITY



PERSONAL  
NARRATIVE

START UP 
SKILLSET

AUTHOR YOUR FUTURE OWN WHAT YOU DO

• Workshops 
• Habits 
• Meditation 
• Fitness 
• Mentoring

• Online Course 
• Practical Project 
• Coaching 
• Design-Thinking 
• Lean Startup



PERSONAL NARRATIVE
AUTHOR YOUR FUTURE

1



PERSONAL  
NARRATIVE
AUTHOR YOUR FUTURE We will help you craft your personal narrative by using 

all kinds of routes to insight. We’ll deep dive into what’s 
actually important to you, figuring out what makes you 
tick.  
 
By using workshops, your tribe and moments of active 
reflecting we can create a narrative that will help you 
accelerate. Besides that you will be staying at one of 
the most inspirational places, to give you the focus you 
will need to get through this process.

We also really like intense experiences, the more 
intense the better....

OUR METHOD



PERSONAL  
NARRATIVE

  Talks 

  Intense Experiences 

  Self Awareness 

  Exercises 

 Focus 

 Physical Challenge 

 Visualisations 

 Community 

 Reflection 

 Creation 



Developing a strong personal narrative is fundamental for making the most 
out of any situation.
By getting clear on your personal narrative, you will be able to work on the 
things that have meaning to you in the most effective way possible. It allows 
you to take ownership of the journey you are about to embark on.

CULTIVATE A STRONG NARRATIVE

PERSONAL  
NARRATIVE

YOUR 
STORY

YOUR 
MEANING

YOUR 
VISION

WE BREAK THESE DOWN INTO 3 ELEMENTS:



Throughout life you’ve been encouraged to follow the path that has been laid 
out for you with the expectation that society will reward you for it. Odds are 
these rewards won’t align with your own expectations for a meaningful life. 

From that points onwards a shift in perception is required. You need to figure 
out who you are and what you stand for. By deep diving into your own story you 
will be able to get the answers. 

Looking at your story allows you to uncover what your unique skills are. It lets 
you tap into those feelings of genuine excitement for the things you care about. 
From there you can decide how the leverage your focus and skills in the best 
way possible.  

YOUR 
STORY



People don’t stumble upon success by sheer luck. You need to be clear on 
where you want to get, move actively towards it and take ownership of the 
entire journey.

Future authoring is a massively powerful tool. It provides you with a clear goal 
of what you are working towards. From there we can make a plan on how to 
get there and start climbing.  
 

Combined with your past story and experiences, you will know exactly how to 
leverage your skills. We’ll also figure out the best habits to make you as 
effective as possible and get into the flow. 

YOUR 
VISION



Those who have a 'why' to live, can bear with almost any 'how'.”Going down 
the entrepreneurial pathway will be the most fulfilling career but also the 
hardest. Therefore it’s imperative that you work on things that make you feel 
alive and give you meaning. 

Why: 
By working on things that are bigger than yourself you will be provided with 
the resilience you will need to get through these hard moments. 

Also, we spend over 90.000 hours of our lives at work, it would be madness to 
spend this on things we don’t care about. Working on things that have 
meaning to you is by far the best game you can play. 

YOUR 
MEANING



We’ll make use of microstories and help you relate to yourself in different ways. Eventually sharing this with the 
tribe during the bonding weekend, which we promise will be one of the best weekends of your life. 

Through this workshop you’ll end up writing what will be your North Star for the  future and gain a clear 
understanding on what has meaning to you. Digging into what really makes you come alive.  

What is it you are actually phenomenal at? And how can can you use these skills in the best possible way? 

YOUR STORY

PERSONAL MISSON

SKILLS

PERSONAL  
NARRATIVE
AUTHOR YOUR FUTUREOUR PROGRAM



40% of what we do every day is done in habit mode. So we better make sure we have the right habits! Kicking 
this journey off with the right habits will be a huge part of your success.

“Imagine yourself standing backstage...someone shouts your name and you hear the crowd go nuts. You are 
about to go live and tell everyone how you became…”  

Visualisation is one of THE most powerful tools out there and we intend to use it fully, on top of that we will think 
practically of what you can do to realise this. 

Ever thought of just going of into the mountains for a day to simply think? We highly value reflection time, which 
is so hard to get to do these days. So leave your phone for the day and grab a pen and paper, this is your chance 
to go deep within yourself. 

HABITS

FUTURE AUTHORING

ACTIVE RELECTION

PERSONAL  
NARRATIVE
AUTHOR YOUR FUTURE



We love a good old hackathon. A simple and effective way to get as much done as possible in the least amount 
of time. Crunching all your learning in a pressure cooker like environment. Did someone say “pizza”? 

We work towards creating your own vision board, a collection of all your learning and your newly discovered 
mission. A vision board is another incredibly useful tool, to help you navigate the unknown, something to look at 
and feel inspired by. 

You’ll eventually pitch your Vision Board to your tribe.

HACKATHON

VISION BOARD + PITCH

PERSONAL  
NARRATIVE
AUTHOR YOUR FUTURE



Healthy bodies contribute to healthy mind. Good physical health is vital for success, which is why we focus on it big 
time. This is another way we will push you to your limit, so expect another intense experience. 

And if there is one thing that most successful people have in common it’s that they all have a meditative practice. 

Meditation is a phenomenal tool to work on your emotional intelligence, get clarity and be effective. 

“The retreat was a moving experience; one totally out of our comfort zones that expanded our self awareness and made 
us realise the value of silence.” - Alumni Chloe, after her Meditation Retreat. 

FITNESS EXPERIENCE

MEDITATION RETREAT

PERSONAL  
NARRATIVE
AUTHOR YOUR FUTURE



START UP SKILLSET
OWN WHAT YOU DO
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ONLINE COURSE



PERSONAL  
NARRATIVE Working with a personal mentor you will craft your story, whilst 

undergoing a series of intense experiences tailored to help you 
carve out a proactive future. Our unique workshops, community 
collaboration and active reflection you will supercharge your 
personal growth.

AUTHOR YOUR FUTURE

Demystify entrepreneurship with our practical pathway. You will 
uncover how to launch your ideas through a combination of online 
learning, a project, and an expert coaching. These handpicked 
lessons will give you the actionable tools to own your future. 
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LEARNING  
PROCESS

COURSE 
AIM

SOURCES

MANAGE 
YOUR 
TIME

The ultimate aim of this course is to provide 
you with the knowledge, skills and 
confidence to take action on a meaningful 
opportunity. This is the pathway to learn  
how to own what you do.

The course is a practical pathway that is a 
combination of online learning and a 
personal project. This provides the perfect 
way for you to apply new knowledge on 
the go to an opportunity that is meaningful 
to you. 
 

We have combined methods from the 
entrepreneurial world's best thinkers and 
doers’ into a practical pathway you can 
follow. These handpicked lessons are the 
most effective approaches from the top 
business schools, billionaires, startup 
founders and small business owners to 
ensure you have actionable tools to launch 
your project. 

 
 
The practical components of your project 
take longer than the lessons of the online 
course so ensure you manage your time 
with that in mind. 

COACHES During the course you will be assigned a 
coach to provide guidance and clarity with 1-
on-1 sessions and progress feedback. 

ONLINE COURSE

START UP 
SKILLSET
OWN WHAT YOU DO



ONLINE

1-on-1 COACH
BUILD TEST

PITCH

LEARNING PROJECT

PROJECT

TO GET STARTUP READY 
LAUNCH A PROJECT

LEARNING PROCESS

START UP 
SKILLSET



The learning process for this course is a blend of online learning and a practical project. They are designed to 
complement each other in a step by step process, so as to demystify the process of entrepreneurship.  

The way you will be tested on your progress will be by holding you accountable to your fellow tribe members and 
yourself through live pitches, where you share your findings, ideas, learnings and progress.  

You will receive guidance mid month and feedback after each of your pitches from your coaches. 

We also ask you to hold yourself publicly accountable by sharing your progress at each pitch event on your preferred 
social media accounts.  

The practical project, like starting most businesses, is in fact a creative one, 
Creative processes can be intimidating at times, but if you embrace ambiguity and see your mistakes as chances to 
learn or explore you will accelerate your growth by avoiding a natural tendency to resist the traditional views of “failure.” 

No two learning experiences are the same. As much as the course will give you a broad overview of the essentials for 
starting a business, you will need to take personal responsibility. To dive deeper into the areas which are more 
appropriate for you and your project we have provided a selection suggested readings. But if you feel you need more 
depth on a certain area, email your coach or find an expert who can share their knowledge on specific topics with you.

BLENDED LEARNING

PROGRESS PITCHES

GUIDANCE & FEEDBACK

SOCIAL MEDIA

EMBRACE FAILURE

ON PROGRAM

START UP 
SKILLSET
OWN WHAT YOU DO



PROJECT BRIEF
A PRACTICAL PROJECT

ONLINE COURSE



PROJECT BRIEF

On this course, we run through how you can create an impactful business  
in a way that's powerful, genuine, and prepares you for growth. 

We have combined methods from the world's best entrepreneurial  
thinkers and doers’ into a practical pathway you can follow. 

To encourage you to take action while learning how to  
launch your own company, we have named the online course: 
“Zero to Launch”. 

The course is a combination of online learning and a personal project  
for the full duration of the program. This provides the perfect way to apply 
new knowledge on the go to an opportunity that is meaningful to you. 

You will learn useful frameworks as you build, test and pitch your ideas to 
your tribe. Assigned coaches will guide you at key milestones in your journey 
to  help you refine your concepts and build confidence. 

CHOOSE TO MAKE YOURS REMARKABLE

LAUNCH A PROJECT TO GET START UP READY

ONLINE

1-on-1 COACH
BUILD TEST

PITCH

LEARNING PROJECT

PROJECT

TO GET STARTUP READY 
LAUNCH A PROJECT

PRE-ARRIVAL To get a headstart pre-program,  
start thinking about a potentially  
meaningful opportunity to explore for your  
on program personal project.

ZERO TO LAUNCH 
LEARNING PROCESS 

ON PROGRAM

ONLINE COURSE



Opportunities come in many shapes and forms. Already on countless 
occasions, you may have  experienced or been given “insider” knowledge on 
a series of exciting and meaningful opportunities - unsolved and waiting for 
a solution. 

But perhaps you haven’t applied your own unique experience and knowledge 
into transforming this opportunity into a business - yet.  

That’s where this project comes in, it’s the perfect space for you to explore 
the impact you can have, while drawing on your skills, expertise and 
network. 

LAUNCH A PROJECT TO GET START UP READY

KEEP IN MIND FOR LATER

HOW TO SPOT AN OPPORTUNITY

SKILLS

EXPERIENCE

“INSIDER” 
KNOWLEDGE MEANINGFUL OPPORTUNITY

At a few phases in the project you’re going to need to 
speak to people who could give you insights as you 
test your assumptions. These people should be 
relevant to your opportunity area. They could be other 
businesses owners, industry experts, users or future 
customers.  

It would be useful to already know a few or at least 
know how to contact them when the project gets to 
those phases. 

We also celebrate collaboration and skill-sharing. 
Each tribe has also been carefully selected to 
ensure a diverse mix of skills are represented. 
This gives you the ideal environment to connect 
and take full advantage of each other's unique 
gifts and talents.  

During the project you’ll explore why, what and 
how to launch your project. If during this time on 
program, the interests and skills of a fellow tribe 
member complement yours, we wholeheartedly 
encourage you to team up. Success is always 
more enjoyable when shared.  
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SPRINT 1 
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SEARCHING FOR PROBLEM CUSTOMER FIT SEARCHING FOR PROBLEM SOLUTION FIT

What opportunity that has a  
confirmed customer demand are  
you going to dedicate your time to?  

What valuable business can you build 
that nobody is building (yet)? 

• Start with your “why” 
• Define “who” your customer is 
• Validate the opportunity

• Have great ideas 
• Fail fast, learn early 
• Launch your product / service

LEARN HOW TO: LEARN HOW TO:

SPRINT 2

ONLINE COURSE

START UP 
SKILLSET
OWN WHAT YOU DO

* subject to change



There are 2 pitches for your project to your fellow tribe members, this is the best way to get peer to peer feedback as 
you progress. 

Each pitch has a template guide that can be used as a point of reference when developing your presentation, or 
“Pitchdeck”. Each pitch is 8minutes and should be practised well in advance. 

Pitch 1 
Which opportunity, that has a confirmed customer demand, are you prepared to dedicate your time to over the next 
2months and why? 

Pitch 2 
What is the valuable business that you can build that nobody is building (yet?) 
(How have you / can you prove this?)

PITCHES

PITCH REQUIREMENTS

START UP 
SKILLSET
OWN WHAT YOU DO



As your slides will have minimal written text you will need to also need to produce a short written report using your 
pitchdeck as a guide. This can just be your pitch deck with additional notes or a separate document. 
This ensures your coaches feedback has the best chance of helping you to accelerate your learning. 

An essential part of starting your own business, is developing a personal online presence that showcases what you do. 
In order to kickstart this powerful habit we require you to select your preferred social media platform to start building 
your personal brand. That can be Instagram, LinkedIn, Facebook, Twitter.  

You can decide to be bold and upload a video, otherwise an image or written content is acceptable. 

Use the hashtag  #nomadacdemy #ownwhatyoudo #pitch1 / #pitch2 depending. 
Plus any of your choice promoting either yourself or your new business venture. 
  

Share the link with your Start Up Coach.  

 

REPORT

SOCIAL MEDIA

CHOICE OF CONTENT

CHOICE OF HASHTAGS

SHARE WITH YOUR COACH

START UP 
SKILLSET
OWN WHAT YOU DO



COACHING SESSIONS
4 COACHING SESSIONS,  2 PITCH FEEDBACKS

ONLINE COURSE



To accelerate your learning, you have been 
assigned your own coach that will provide 
guidance and feedback related to your 
project at key points during the course.  
 
Make the most of these coaching sessions 
by being prepared with a set of talking 
points you would like to cover during the 
session.  

 

YOU HAVE BE ASSIGNED A START UP COACH



SESSION 1:
INTRODUCTION SESSION 

The first coaching session is a short introduction to 
your coach, let them know who you are, which 
meaningful opportunity you have decided to explore 
and the goals you have for the course. 

SESSION 2:
SEARCHING FOR CUSTOMER PROBLEM FIT 

The focus of this session is to give guidance and help 
you reframe your opportunity so that your project 
foundation is strong for the next stage as you 
prepare for your first pitch.

SESSION 3:
VALIDATING PROBLEM SOLUTION FIT 

The focus of this session is to give you guidance and 
feedback on your prototyped ideas and pointers on 
how to refine your concept as you prepare for launch. 

SESSION 4:
PROVING SOLUTION MARKET FIT 

Your last coaching session will help you define your 
final project so that it’s market ready and ensure that 
you have developed a plan for how to take your 
project further. 

PITCH 1 
FEEDBACK:

After receiving your pitch deck, your report and 
feedback from your Program Directors.  

You will receive a short voice note from your 
assigned coach giving you some thoughts and 
suggestions on your opportunity’s progress.  
 

PITCH 2 
FEEDBACK:

After receiving your pitch deck, your report and 
feedback from your Program Directors.  

You will receive a short voice note from your 
assigned coach giving you some thoughts and 
suggestions on your idea’s progress.



Remember that the ultimate judge of your work is 
reality. The project, pitches and coaching all serves 
to encourage you to take action and reflect.  

But the ultimate measure of success is how your 
project works in the real world and Nomad Academy  
is a launchpad for making you take ownership of 
your life and work. 

REALITY IS YOUR ULTIMATE JUDGE

START UP 
SKILLSET
OWN WHAT YOU DO



OWN WHAT YOU DO

www.nomad.academy

© All rights reserved. 2019 Nomad Academy

* subject to change  
we evolve so should you


